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About This Game

Minimal is unique logic game with simple controls and addictive gameplay. There is no story, no clutter - everything is simple,
minimalistic. Whole game tries to keep you focused on one simple goal, which is solving current puzzle.

To solve the puzzle, you need to click on a tile to change the colors of its neighboring tiles so that the expected pattern is
reached. We have prepared lots of challenging levels, each including a PAR that displays the minimum number of turns

necessary to complete the level. While appearing deceptively easy, the gameplay gets progressively harder to ensure the player is
challenged at all times.

Minimal is very challenging and it will require a lot of brains to solve all the content. But don't worry, if you get stuck you can
always go to other levels and come back later.

Features

250 hand-made levels

Simple rules & controls

Hours of challenging gameplay
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Title: Minimal
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Gammosaur
Publisher:
Gammosaur
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Graphics: Intel integrated graphics
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Just spectacular. The game I use to argue that video games really are art.. this game is powered by physic and i am powered by
peanut BUTER. If you like:

* Cutsey Anime animals
* Absurd Chinglish storylines presented via skippable text
* Puzzle platformers with floating jumping
* Puzzle games that hurt your brain due to the puzzles
* Platformers that hurt your brain due to the control scheme
* Only getting 4 stars out of 5 even thought you\u2019re doing it as fast as your poor brain can muster

then Dreamimals is for you!

Negatives:
You have to restart the level multiple times before you can finish it to figure out where everything is, but restarting a level
requires you to press start -> down -> a. It would be more helpful if it was bound to a shoulder button or something.

edit: Apparently this is the second game in the series. The first one might be easier. I have no idea as I've never played it.. Sorry
to say, but this is one of those cheap "horror games".

For reasons unknown, you wake up on a misty island.
There's a note for you, letting you know that the person who wrote it (your... wife?), cba waiting for you there any longer.
Following the road, you can spot nearby wooden houses and also someone else walking the very same road.
Could this be the person who wrote you that note?
You walk up to them. And...
... SLASH!!
Suddenly you have an axe attached to your chest.
This, not so friendly, lumberjack was most likely not the note writer.
Especially considering the textile sack they've got pulled down over their head, which you don't see until they've grabbed you.
What kind of psychotic killer walks on the roads instead of hiding in the shadows, lurking behind bushes and trees?
Would have been neat had somebody warned me about these "road walkers".
Not what you would expect from a horror game.. I held off buying this game until I felt satisfied that the devs were taking the
feedback seriously and demonstrated that they were (and are) continuing to work on fixes and improvements.
Over the past fortnight they have given me the confidence to slap down AUS$60 and download the game....which I did about
two hours ago. Since then I have been immersed in the atmosphere of "Generation Zero", at the expense of missing a favourite
TV program.

This is not a substantial review but is based on what I have experienced after 90 minutes of game-play.
My opinions cannot possibly encompass every aspect of the game because I have done no more than touch the tip of the iceberg,
so-to-speak; I've learned to use the controls and become accustomed to the UI; I've looted stuff and read notes and whiteboard
messages and other bits of information; I have destroyed eight of the dog-type robots and have come to grips with sneaking
around vision blocks and through undergrowth.
That is about it, so far.
But these 90 minutes do allow me to say that the level of negativity surrounding this game *as it stands now* is unwarranted, in
my opinion, and I'll tell you why:
This is a superb single-player game. It presents being alone very, very well indeed.
It is scary, because it is atmospheric and it is atmospheric because the graphics and the sounds are so well presented.
Forget playing this as a multiplayer game - play it solo and if you are like me, and like a bit of nervous tension in some of your
entertainment, then you will enjoy Generation Zero.

It's not perfect, by any means.
Here are two aspects which I would like to see addressed:-
(a) Doors which are ajar should be able to be closed, not just opened. We should have a choice, not be lumbered with having to
open the door fully before it can be closed.
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(b) We should be able to go prone, not be restricted to just crouching. Prone is good in undergrowth.

Minor items but two which could be added to a future update, perhaps?. Like the game; worth supporting the devs by buying a
soundtrack that's probably very easy to find online.

To clearify finding the "Soundtrack" folder: right-click 'Plague Inc: Evolved' in your Steam library -> PROPERTIES -> click
'Local Files' sub-folder -> click 'Browse Local Files'
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I can't start the game after picking up the picture, is there anyone that can help?. I want to recommend this game, but not having
the option to play just with friends only as an option in the base game is a big downside for me personally with all the try hard
players about.

The game is fun don't get me wrong, but if your looking to just play and mess around with just your friends you will have to
download third party LAN software, which can be tedious for someone not in know and all your friends will have to do the
same.

Hope this has been helpful information.. This is a paint application. This is not a game.... Don't buy this. The devs don't care
about Magicka, so they wont fix any of the game breaking glitches (games crashing, unable to actually start the game, no MP
working etc).. This is a short game experience but it is stunning and beautiful, tbh i'm not a huge fan of jump scare games, and
most of the genre rely on that (with some expections off course), but this was the perfect blend of scary without following that
path, and was a nice surprise the outcome of that.
There is a constant element of fear and tension and help create the mood perfectly, and right now, i´m looking forward to the
full experience, wich will be awesome if they continue this path all along.. Great game ! Let's you kill yourself in multiple ways.
Recommend it for all the emos. TW:WHII at it its core is fun, beautiful, and fun to play. I would love everything about this
game if it werent a complete cash-grab. This game on its own feels incomplete and unless you want to spend $200 you'll never
get everything you want out of it. There is only one campaign mode, a mode that I really hate, and only a few factions unlocked.
Everything else is hidden behind a DLC, or worse a COMPLETELY separate game and THEN MORE DLC. It doesn't make
any sense.

I feel like I got my $60 bucks out of this game, maybe, with 90 hours, but I would really love to play more. But I refuse to give
Creative Assembly more money for content that's already in the game. I refuse to give them money for a key to simply unlock
the door to more content, especially simple and old content.

my $.02
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